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Background & Research questions
To communicate in a coherent way, speakers
choose words to express the relations between consecutive discourse segments (Sanders et al.
1993: 94, Schilperoord & Verhagen 1998). For instance, connectives such as because and so
are used to provide information on the type of coherence relation (e.g., temporal, adversative,
or causal). In several languages, connectives also code information on subjectivity, i.e., the
involvement of a locutionary agent (Finegan, 1995). For example, the Dutch connectives
want ‘because’ and dus ‘so’ (Spooren, et al., 2010) and Mandarin Chinese kejian ‘so’ (Li, et
al., 2013) specifically express subjective relations. The former type of connectives (such as
English so and because) are underspecified in terms of subjectivity, and the latter type are
specific subjective connectives. In expressing discourse relations, people also need to
continuously choose other linguistic elements to express their opinions and feelings in these
relations, such as who is responsible for the reasoning in the causal relation and what the
speaker’s attitude is. When making those choices, speakers and writers decide how
informative they should be in order to provide sufficient cues for others to comprehend them.
At the same time, they should also avoid being too wordy (see hearer economy and speaker
economy, Horn, 1984).
Language users do not only rely on connectives to express subjectivity in coherence
relations. Perspective markers such as John thinks, according to Peter and perhaps also
provide information on the involvement of a locutionary agent. On-line processing studies
suggest that the processing effects of connectives are interfered by the presence of these
perspective markers (Canestrelli, Mak, & Sanders, 2013). However, stance marking is not
restricted to one specific type of stance – the epistemic stance in the case of the processing
study, indicating that someone’s mind is involved in the construction of the coherence
relation; two other dimensions can be distinguished: attitudinal stance and style stance
(Conrad & Biber, 2000). This paper aims to extend the understanding of the relation between
stance markers and connectives encoding different degrees of subjectivity.
To achieve this explorative goal, we perform collocation analysis on natural language
data, which can advance our knowledge on the properties of a connective on the basis of its
contextual features. Specific questions are raised: Do connectives marking different
subjectivity degrees (specific subjective connective vs. underspecified connective) differ in
the types of collocates? Specifically, do connectives differ in the types of perspective markers
they co-occur with? Do the collocation patterns differ across various contexts and genres?
Method
We focused on two Chinese causal connectives: the specific subjective
kejian ‘so’, and a connective that is underspecified in terms of subjectivity and can be used in
both objective and subjective relations: suoyi ‘so’ (Li et al., 2013). A distinctive-collocate
analysis was performed by measuring the association strength between these connectives and
other discourse elements. We retrieved data from the CCL corpus, a large, balanced Modern
Chinese written corpus. Association scores (G2 and Delta-P) were calculated based on
contingency tables of observed and expected frequencies (Evert, 2008; Gries, 2013). Top 100

collocates ranked by G2 were considered significant collocates of either of the connectives.
The Delta-P value was used as a secondary criterion: words in attraction to suoyi are above
the threshold of 0, and words in repulsion to suoyi (as collocates of kejian) are below this
threshold (<0). The collocation patterns were investigated and compared in different contexts
(global vs. local; preceding vs. following) and genres (narrative vs. non-narrative).
Results &Conclusion
The underspecified connective suoyi prefers contexts with
perspective markers expressing epistemic stance: cognition verbs (think, know),
communication verbs (say, tell) and modal verbs (should, may). Kejian co-occurred more
often with perspective markers related to attitudinal stances, such as markers of expectedness
(surprisingly, unexpectedly) and importance (important). The collocation patterns were
consistent across different contexts and genres with small variations. Given the findings in
corpus-based research, we conducted a follow-up reading experiment to investigate how
different types of perspective markers affect the on-line processing of subjective relations
marked by different connectives. The results from the reading experiment suggests that both
types of stance markers can facilitate the processing of subjective relations. No interaction of
connective type and the type of stance markers was found in the on-line reading.
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